Being
on Your Monthly
Waste Haul Expense!

90% of our clients engage us for the savings, but 100% stay for the service.

SafeBridge-Veritty delivers an average of over 30%
savings on monthly Waste Haul expenses on a 100%
Risk-Free basis. Over 95% of companies are being
overcharged, and for no reason.
SafeBridge-Veritty - The Industry Leading
Waste Haul Cost Reduction Solution.

◊ We represent the client as a fervent advocate, first, last and always.
◊ Clients come to us for the savings, but stay for the service.

◊ Our solution consistently delivers an average savings of over 30%. This directly

equates to risk-free, profitable cash flow through monthly waste haul cost reductions.
◊ Hazardous Waste disposal is available.
◊ Generally, no change in service provider is required.

Only SafeBridge-Veritty control a massive industry network of top-level waste haul
industry contacts, executives, and providers with whom we closely collaborate.
AUTOMOTIVE AFTERMARKET “SafeBridge successfully cut our monthly waste haul expense for all of our companies between 50% to 72%! Our companies never
had to change providers and we were never out of pocket a single penny.” Steven T. Kean, CPA, Controller — The RPT Companies
GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB "In addition to the annual savings of over $40,000, the money we save from employees or management not having to deal with
waste hauler issues is just as valuable." Sandra H, Controller
BURGER KING FRANCHISE "In addition to the $30,000 + in annual savings, you have successfully retrieved hundreds of dollars in credits from our haulers, all
with no involvement on our end. The fact that you understand and audit each and every invoice provides an invaluable service to us. We are pleased to say you
have shown a true desire to provide superior service and are fully committed to our partnership." Pam B, Controller
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT “To our company this service is priceless. I couldn’t be more pleased at the level of service that has been provided by Tim. With your
savings of 45% we are projected over the next five years to save over a half a million dollars. Tim and his team would be an asset to any management company
or organization looking to outsource their waste and recycling program.” John R, Operations Manager

"SafeBridge has consistently proven to deliver unparalleled value and very impressive risk-free, profitable cash flow to

our valued clients. Working through SafeBridge, our clients are realizing dramatic cash flow from tax savings from their
commercial office buildings, which today - can only be accomplished through Engineering-Based Cost Segregation. As well,
SafeBridge is consistently delivering Better Benefits for Less 'total packages' to our clients, with savings accruing directly to their
bottom-lines. And, SafeBridge's industry-leading portfolio of Cost Savings Solutions is proving to further reduce taxes, as well
as the cost of operating for our valued clients who are enjoying enhanced profitability as a result - and on a risk-free basis.”
William Cox, Senior Partner - Aldridge Borden & Co. (Official CPA Firm of ALDA)

